In a decentralized support environment much of user support looks much like an improvised jam session of technology masters. Is it possible to organize decentralized support services to provide some standards for best practices, share resources for staff training to improve, provide vetted feedback to centralized technology services and improve the user support to the campus community? We're creating a community of practice of technology helpdesk managers with the hope to achieve some of these goals.
Background
At the University of Oregon, endpoint support is highly distributed, developing as technology and department needs evolved over time, each department, unit or organization working independently to each meet the needs of their stakeholders. Often the strategies would have mixed results as each group pursued its own technology plans.
The result was often duplication of services, different levels of support for groups depending on resources or priorities, and sometimes IT groups at odds with each other. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request Many folks on campus along with outside consultants believed that centralizing endpoint support would resolve many of the inequities in endpoint support, eliminate redundancy and increase efficiency. Prima facie this seems like a reasonable course of action.
The challenge is that it disregards that endpoint support in the distributed units has often operated at higher than average efficiency with less than ideal resources. Decisions without the historical and institutional knowledge would introduce new inefficiencies, taking away the agile nature of the distributed unit and moving decision making away from the stakeholders and into a bureaucracy with no intimate knowledge of the needs of a particular group.
A group of technology service managers responsible for endpoint support, concerned with the effect centralization would have on stakeholders, discussed the possibility they could organize and self-manage to create the desired outcomes.
Initial Concept
The mission of the technology helpdesk manager is to foster the professional collaboration of practitioners involved in the support, delivery, management, and training of information technology endpoint services at the University of Oregon.
In ad hoc person-to-person conversations we recognized the need to establish university best practices, improving technology services across campus. A shared knowledge base would prevent duplication of knowledge bases freeing staff time for creation of additional documentation.
We also realized that we were experiencing the same issues within our own departments. We often just brushed off the situations as something unique to our department. By logging and tracking the problems we will be able to approach campus with systemic technology issues that are not being properly addressed.
Discussing campus technology as a group, we will be able to share expertise with each other to find solutions to problems we might currently be dealing with. As a group, someone will likely have had some experience with the problem. This was happening to some degree, but many times someone would hold onto a question until an opportunity presented it to ask someone, but then the opportunity never presented itself. Or the question would be asked of a colleague but that person didn't have the knowledge. Regular meetings as a community of practice would increase the possibility that the opportunity to ask an important technology question when the right person is in the room would occur.
Tech training for students is often less than thorough. Not everyone has the resources or ability to train others. By sharing training responsibilities, we can expand the depth and quality of training we will be able to present to student technology workers. Additionally, we can use our pooled knowledge and efforts to provide standardized technology training to campus faculty and staff.
Technology services' reputation across campus has suffered from inconsistent service quality and lack of a service culture within technology services. Organized we will be able to hold each other accountable to adopting a culture of service and rewarding members who exemplify the kind of behavior we would like to be known for.
Community Planning
The idea of creating a community of practice wasn't a foreign concept for the campus. There were other groups that have operated across campus for a number of different issues. It was because of the success of other groups that the helpdesk managers group was considered worth pursuing.
The initial step in developing the group was to discuss the idea with my immediate co-workers within our IT department and to get the support of my immediate supervisor. Since several of my co-workers participate in many other successful communities of practices, they encouraged the efforts to establish this new group.
With the support of my supervisor, I then reached out to the entire campus IT community asking if others were interested in participating. There were mixed reactions, from enthusiasm to trepidation about the motives for forming such an organization.
With the list of interested parties, an initial meeting was scheduled. The goal was to meet each other and gauge how interested folks were in participating.
Active participation was important to deciding whether or not the necessary time to organize the group would be worthwhile, since the intention was to create a working group to address issues that would improve campus IT and not simply be a club where folks would join and hangout together.
I should note here that during this exploration phase there was a great deal of concern that participation in the group might be a waste of time. There was a plan by campus administration to centralize IT across campus. Despite the uncertainty around centralization, many expressed their support for organizing. There was no indication when administration would act on their plan for centralization. We also would have already been discussing the important issues that upper administration would need to address, and possibly already have process and procedures in place. Support seemed to be enthusiastic enough to continue.
Organizational Structure
There were several main concerns that determined the need to create a formal structure by which the group would be governed:

Desire that this remain a working group  Desire the group always exist  Desire that a single personality would not dominate the group  Concern the group would operate in conflict with the efforts to centralize IT services It was determined that a charter was necessary to make sure the group had a formal governance structure and would operate transparently to the campus community. SIGUCCS has exemplified the kind of collaborative participation that is desired to govern the technology helpdesk managers group.
With the strong example set by SIGUCCS we used their bylaws to construct our own governance document.
Challenges
1.4.1 Centralization . One of the major challenges facing the group was the discussions being held by campus administration to centralize IT units across campus. Individuals involved in the planning of the centralization effort expressed concern that the group might subvert or undermine their efforts. Central IT has not made public statements that would give substance to these concerns, but individuals within the central IT administration have approached members making statements expressing their concerns about member involvement.
1.4.2 Fear, Uncertainty and Doubt . With centralization on the horizon, fear of participation was expressed by otherwise eager participants for fear of being viewed negatively by campus administration who might see the group's effort as subversive. That uncertainty of how campus administration would perceive the actions of the group severely impacted folks' willingness to participate.
1.4.3 Obligations to participate . One challenge that I didn't anticipate was other folks' desire to be a member of the group, but not wanting to be obligated to participate. Introduction of the charter substantially reduced folks' enthusiasm. Just the idea of having a formal charter was enough for some folks to no longer desire to join. They were concerned that a charter would include obligations that they weren't willing to commit to. The mention of paying dues was referenced as objectionable. The charter does not require the paying of dues, but did leave open the possibility if the membership decided it was something the membership chooses to do. The desired goal for creating the charter was to avoid setting up a club and to ensure it was a working group. At the same time, we did not want to alienate anyone. As job duties and responsibilities change, their desire to participate might change as well.
1.4.4 Availability to participate . The availability to participate, either because of lack of supervisor support, or because of onerous job duties, was one challenge that was expected. This was why it was important for me to get the consent of my supervisor before committing to efforts involved in building the community. What was underestimated was how much other folks across campus were not going to be allowed to participate by their supervisors.
Lessons Learned
There are two things that I believe have and would lead to greater success for the community: 1) greater intensity of engaging people for participation and 2) being more directive, rather than waiting for people to volunteer.
1.5.1 Greater Intensity . During periods when recruiting for the group was going on, there was more engagement by folks to join the group. Once we started the regular meetings there was a significant drop off of participation. Anecdotally, I believe this was due to the tone of messaging and method of engagement. Messaging during the recruitment period was light and hopeful and messaging once we started regular meeting became very procedural. The other change was moving communication from email to Microsoft Teams. Though a few of us have assimilated Microsoft Teams as part of our regular communication, it would seem that for many members email is still their number one communication tool. Tone and delivery of messages still has a major impact for folks even if they express interest in being a member.
1.5.2 Being Directive . Being directive is a lesson I've learned from my participation as a volunteer of SIGUCCS. While recruiting folks to volunteer for one of the board positions for the group, I noticed a real reluctance from members to commit. During a SIGUCCS committee meeting, I witnessed a leader ask specific individuals to do particular jobs that they thought they would be good at. This usually resulted in the person accepting the task, or when they expressed why they couldn't make the commitment another individual would usually volunteer.
